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Everything has settled.

Unless, in this rain forest, there are other soul fruits.

Thinking of this, Kong Ming’s eyes lit up, and his eyebrows beamed: “Yes, Yan Xi, we
can definitely try to find other places to see if there is any Dollar Ling Guo.”

“This Amazon rainforest is so big, even if there is no Dollar Lingguo, there may be other
treasures.”

Lu Yanxi was also overjoyed when he heard this, and immediately nodded: “Well, Kong
Lao, you are right.”

“Anyway, we are not in a hurry to go back, so why not look for it elsewhere.”

“If we are lucky enough to meet a Yuanling fruit tree, we won’t have to go home
empty-handed this time.”

However, just when Lu Yanxi and Kong Ming were about to continue their car stay here
to explore, suddenly, a strong force of heaven and earth, like a whirlwind, swept from a
distance.

After Kong Ming and others felt it, they were shocked.

“This this..”

“this is?”

“Another Yuanling Fruit Tree?”

Kong Ming and Lu Yanxi looked at each other, then immediately overjoyed.

“Haha~”

“Yan Xi, God’s will is so, God’s will is so.”

“This time, we must gain something, and we must not leave empty-handed!”



“Let’s go!”

Without further ado, Kong Ming and the others did not delay anymore, and immediately
drove away in the direction that this pure spiritual power came from.

Of course, it is definitely not just Kong Ming and the three who feel this wave of vitality.

“What a strong power.”

“It’s even more pure and rich than the power that the Dollar Ling fruit tree shed before?”

“It looks like this Yuanling fruit tree is bigger and the fruit is bigger.”

“Go~”

“Let’s go too!”

…….

“Amidst this rain forest, is there a Dollar Ling fruit tree?”

“It doesn’t matter, let’s go and have a look first.”

“Junior Brother, let’s go too~”

…..

As the saying goes, a wave of just flattening, and another wave.

After Mark swept through the war in the rainforest valley, the Amazon rainforest, which
had only been silent for a few days, became noisy again.

The quartet teams that had originally planned to return to the country turned around one
after another, once again converging towards the place where the earth’s power came
that day.

“Master, what should I do?”

“Shall we go over and see?”

At this time, Mike Jones and others have reached the edge of the tropical rainforest.

According to the plan, their mission has ended, and they should return to the hotel in the
city to reconcile with several other Truman teams.

But now, the rain forest seemed to be changing again, and Mike Jones couldn’t help but
hesitate for a while.



“It’s weird. According to the intelligence, there are a total of three Yuanling fruit trees in
this rain forest.”

“The fruits from the first two trees should have been taken by Tian Qi.”

“This third tree was also divided by Mark and me.”

“Why, another fourth tree appeared?”

“Could it be that the information we obtained from Truman was wrong?”

“Or, it’s not the Primal Spirit Fruit that appeared this time?”

In the dense forest, Mike Jones looked at the direction of the earth’s strength that day,
his brows darkened, and he thought secretly.

This operation was personally planned by the top executives of Trumen.

Even he knows only the part he performs.

However, in fact, from the very beginning, Mike Jones felt that Truman’s real purpose
was more than simply to obtain the Primordial Spirit Fruit.

After all, the Dollar Ling fruit is precious, but it is not enough to make them such a big
fight.

Inside, I’m afraid there is a hidden secret.
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In the end, after hesitating for a long time, Mike Jones decided to go and take a look.

“If there are any rare treasures, we will snatch them.”

“After I go back, it’s good to have a business relationship.”

Mike Jones couldn’t help but look forward to it.

After all, in this mission, Mike Jones relied on his sister’s relationship with Mark to avoid
returning empty-handed.

However, after all, there is no perfect completion of the task, and it will inevitably be
reprimanded after returning to the sect.

And now it happened to give Mike Jones a chance to make up, and he would naturally
not miss it.



In this way, Mike Jones led the rest of the Truman powerhouse and rushed towards the
depths of the rain forest.

“Master, where is the young lady?”

“Should you send it away directly, or take it with you by the way?”

At this time, the subordinates respectfully asked.

And An Qi, at this time, is being controlled by a few people, and her activities are only
limited to a few meters nearby, and her surroundings are guarded by martial arts experts,
as if she is afraid that this eldest lady will run away again.

“Brother, I want to go, I want to go too.”

“As long as you take me there, I promise to be obedient and promise not to annoy you.”

When An Qi heard the words, she immediately shouted, and at the same time put on a
pitiful look, bends her brother Mike Jones.

“You dream!”

“You damn girl, don’t think I don’t know what you think.”

“You definitely want to take this opportunity to escape.”

“Your brother, I finally caught you, how can I let you run away?”

Mike Jones didn’t relent, and ordered directly: “You guys, don’t follow me in. First take
the lady back to the hotel and watch it carefully. I’ll talk about everything when I come
back.”

“Yes, master.”

The people immediately agreed.

But when An Qi heard it, she suddenly became displeased.

“Brother, I don’t want to go alone.”

“I want to go with you~”

“I’m going!”

“If you don’t promise me, I will ignore you for the rest of my life.”

“Besides, do you think a few of them can look at me?”



“You wait, I will definitely find a way to slip away while you are away.”

An Qi kept complaining, and when she saw the softness, she talked harshly to her
brother.

“You~”

Mike Jones was very angry with his sister.

Don’t let him worry at all!

“Master, I think you can take the lady with you.”

“Once you come, you can look at the lady in person to prevent her from slipping away.”

“Here, if you are unlucky this time and meet that hot summer boy again, maybe the
young lady will be of some use, isn’t it?”

At this time, an old man who had been by Mike Jones’ side, lowered his voice and said
to Mike Jones.

When Mike Jones heard this, his face turned black.

“You mean, we might still meet that bastard?”

“He has robbed so many spiritual fruits, he should have left the Amazon rainforest long
ago.”

“It’s impossible to meet him again~”

To Mark, Mike Jones hates and fears.

There are so many powerhouses in this rain forest, and the last thing he doesn’t want to
encounter is that Mark.

He almost avoids it now!

If you know that you will encounter Mark this time, Mike Jones promises that he won’t
run into this muddy water.

“Master, don’t worry, we are just in case.”

“I also think that Mark should have left the rain forest long ago and returned home with
Dollar Ling Guo.”

Actually, it’s no wonder they think so.



After all, normal people have a lot of treasures, and their only thought is to return home
as soon as possible to protect their safety.
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